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ABSTRACT: In this work, we demonstrate that WO6 octahedra in tungsten trioxide
(WO3) undergo an unusually large degree of distortion and tilting to accommodate
interfacial strain. This motion strongly impacts nucleation, structure, and defect
formation during the epitaxial growth of WO3 on SrTiO3(001). A metastable tetragonal
phase can be stabilized by heteroepitaxy and a thickness-dependent phase transition
(tetragonal to monoclinic) is observed. In contrast to misfit dislocation formation, facile
WO6 octahedral deformation gives rise to three types of planar defects. The thicknesses
of affected regions can range from several to tens of nanometers with graded lattice
parameters, allowing the strain from interfacial lattice mismatch to be relieved gradually.
These atomically resolved, unique interfacial defects may significantly alter the electronic,
electrochromic, and mechanical properties of WO3 epitaxial films.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ability to modify and control the octahedral connectivity
within perovskite-structured oxides has been intensively
explored to engineer materials with desired properties and
integrate multilayered structures into multifunctional devi-
ces.1−3 The cubic perovskite crystal structure has the formula
ABO3 where the A-site atom sits at the cube center, surrounded
by eight corner-sharing BO6 octahedra, as shown in Figure 1a

for SrTiO3 (STO). In many cases, the stringent requirements
for an ideal cubic structure cannot be met. Slight distortion,
tilting, and/or rotation of the BO6 octahedra can result in
several distorted versions with lower symmetry, such as the
orthorhombic and tetragonal phases. The properties of
perovskite oxides are heavily dependent on the chemistry of
the B-site transition metal as the A-site cations are normally of a
fixed valence. Distortions in the BO6 octahedra directly
influence the B-site cation−oxygen bond length, angle, and
connectivity, which in turn lead to a wide range of interesting
properties, including ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism, and
superconductivity.1,4−7 The degree of distortion in most
known perovskite structures is small, being limited by the
large ionic radius of the A-site cation. Interestingly, the crystal
structure of tungsten trioxide (WO3) can be considered as
pseudoperovskite where the A-site is empty, as shown in Figure
1b. From 100 to 1000 K, WO3 undergoes at least five phase
changes, including monoclinic, orthorhombic, and tetragonal,
due to the tilting and distortion of the corner-sharing WO6

octahedra.8 WO3 is thus an ideal model system for investigating
BO6 octahedral deformations. The structure of WO3 epitaxial
thin films can in principle be tailored by strain and substrate
symmetry to allow stabilization of phases that are unstable or
nonexistent in the bulk. Such studies can be of significant
technological relevance as applications such as gas sensors,
catalysts, and electrochromic materials are critically dependent
on crystal structure.8−12
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Figure 1. Structural models of SrTiO3 (a) and WO3 (b), each with a
BO6 octahedron in the bottom corner. Monoclinic tungsten trioxide
(c) exhibits a corner-sharing network of distorted WO6 octahedra.
Reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns taken
along the [100] azimuthal direction for the following: SrTiO3(001)
(d), 50 nm WO3 (e), and 300 nm WO3 (f). Core-level W 4f (g), O 1s
(h), and valence band (i) XPS spectra for the 50 nm WO3 film.
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In the bulk, WO3 is monoclinic at room temperature, as
shown in Figure 1c, with lattice parameters a = 7.30 Å, b = 7.54
Å, c = 7.69 Å, and β = 90.9°. This lattice represents a 2 × 2 × 2
superstructure consisting of simplified cubic unit cells (u.c.) of
dimension ∼3.70−3.75 Å.8,13 Heteroepitaxy has been shown to
be effective in tuning the film/substrate interface through
interfacial strain and thus dictating the crystal structure of the
resulting WO3 films. For example, by varying growth
temperature and orientation of sapphire substrates, epitaxial
WO3 films have been shown to nucleate as tetragonal,
monoclinic, and hexagonal phases.14,15 STO is a cubic
perovskite widely used as an oxide single-crystal substrate for
thin-film studies. WO3/SrTiO3 has been proposed as a
photocatalyst material system with potential for energy
storage,16 and WO3 heteroepitaxy on STO(001) by magnetron
sputtering has been demonstrated.17 X-ray diffraction (XRD)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) yielded crucial
information for structural determination of stoichiometric WO3
and the associated Magneĺi phases, which are intermediate,
reduced structures.18−20 However, the interfaces between WO3
and these various substrates have not been thoroughly
characterized or understood.21 It is important to understand
whether WO3 epitaxial films are coherently strained to their
substrates or whether the strain can be released through defect
formation. Also, it is of fundamental importance to explore the
extent to which the interface can stabilize WO3 films in certain
phases that are otherwise unstable. In this work, we report the
epitaxial growth and characterization of WO3 thin films on
STO(001). We find that film crystallography, film/substrate
interface structure, and defect formation are directly connected
to WO6 octahedral deformation.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
patterns were recorded for clean substrates and then only
intermittently during and after the growth of each film. The
RHEED patterns for a clean STO(001) substrate and for 50
and 300 nm WO3 films along the [100] azimuthal direction are
shown in Figure 1d−f. The 50 nm WO3 film displays sharp
diffraction streaks aligned with those from STO, indicating the
epitaxial relationship (001)WO3

||(001)STO and [100]WO3
||

[100]STO, as well as a smooth surface. Similar streaks are
observed for the 300 nm film. However, a distinct splitting is
seen corresponding to multiple in-plane lattice parameters, as
marked by the red arrows in Figure 1f.
Core-level W 4f, O 1s, and valence band XPS spectra of the

two films are identical, and thus, only the 50 nm spectra are
shown in Figure 1g−i. The W 4f spectrum is well fit by a spin−
orbit split doublet at 45.6 and 47.7 eV. The O 1s spectrum can
be fit by a single peak at 530.5 eV. Both are in agreement with
reported values in the literature for stoichiometric WO3.

22,23

No density of state near the Fermi level is observed in the
valence bond (VB) spectrum, indicating that the W atoms are
in the 6+ oxidation state with the characteristic 5d0

configuration. These results reveal that the film surfaces are
fully oxidized and free of W5+ or W4+ within the detection limit
of XPS.
The XRD patterns for the two films are shown in Figure 2.

The out-of-plane θ−2θ scan for the 50 nm film (Figure 2a)
contains a single set of (00l) film peaks along with the sharper
substrate peaks. The out-of-plane lattice parameter (c) is
3.6772(1) Å. In-plane reflections (not shown) are consistent

with a tetragonal structure with an in-plane lattice parameter
(a) of 3.818(3) Å as determined using θ−2θ scans of the (113)
and (301) peaks. Nucleation of the tetragonal phase is most
likely driven by tensile strain due to in-plane lattice mismatch
with the STO substrate. This tetragonal structure is similar to
that seen in the growth of WO3 on r-cut Al2O3(011 ̅2),

15 but
different from the WO3/STO results reported earlier,17 where
the monoclinic phase was found to nucleate at a growth
temperature of 500 °C. The ∼3.68 Å out-of-plane parameter
derived from Figure 2a is significantly smaller than previously
reported values for the tetragonal phase (c > 3.90 Å),15,17,24 or
cubic phase (reported c values ranges from 3.71 to 3.84 Å).21,25

The a value is smaller than that for STO, revealing that the film
is not coherently strained. The XRD data shown in Figure 2b
reveal three different out-of-plane lattice spacings for the 300
nm thick film. The difference in signal-to-noise between the
two patterns in Figure 2 is a consequence of the different
detectors used. For the tetragonal film we used the simple slit
detector to give larger peak intensities. To resolve the out-of-
plane peaks for the monoclinic film, we used an analyzer crystal
detector which reduced the signal as well as the background
compared to the slit detector. The spacings near 47−50° 2θ
were 3.69, 3.76, and 3.84 Å, which are close to the lattice
parameters of the bulk monoclinic phase (a/2 = 3.65 Å, b/2 =
3.77 Å, and c/2 = 3.85 Å). This suggests that the thicker film
has transformed to monoclinic WO3 with small differences in
lattice parameters, most likely due to the influence from the
substrate.15 It should be noted that the out-of-plane peak
corresponding to 3.76 Å (labeled by an asterisk (*)) is much
stronger than the other two. This predominance can be seen
more clearly when the y axis is plotted on a linear scale, as seen
as the inset in Figure 2, and indicates that the film is
predominantly aligned with b out-of-plane with respect to the
substrate.
To better understand this thickness-dependent phase

transition and to quantitatively compare the in-plane lattice
parameters with XRD data, four representative RHEED
patterns recorded at different thicknesses during the 300 nm
film growth are analyzed in Figure 3a−d. Line profiles
measured at a common position shown in Figure 3a are
displayed in the panel below. Using the STO substrate as an
internal standard to calibrate the in-plane lattice parameter scale
(black dotted lines), the in-plane lattice parameters for the 10

Figure 2. XRD θ−2θ scans for 50 nm (a) and 300 nm (b) WO3 films
on SrTiO3(001). A magnified view with a linear intensity scale
measured between 44 and 52° is shown as an inset for the 300 nm
film. Patterns collected using Cu Kα radiation (1.54056 Å).
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and 170 nm films are estimated to be 3.75 Å (blue dashed
lines) and 3.83 Å (indicated by black arrows), respectively. The
spotty pattern (Figure 3b) displayed for the 10 nm film
indicates epitaxial island growth. Three-dimensional (3D)
island growth usually involves a complex interplay between
stress generation and relaxation,26 and when the island
dimensions are smaller than the attenuation length for the 15
keV incident RHEED beam, the pattern is dominated by
transmission through those islands. The initial WO3 islands are
most likely relaxed as the in-plane lattice parameter (a = 3.75
Å) is much (∼4%) smaller than that of the STO. If the interface
strain relaxation is estimated by a simple stiff ball-and-stick
model, a dislocation is expected every ∼25 u.c. along the [100]
or [010] direction. In contrast, the 170 nm film, along with the
50 nm film (Figure 1e), display streaky patterns, meaning that
either the terraces of the islands are large enough to give rise to
the coherent surface diffraction, or the islands have merged into
continuous films. The latter is found to be the case by cross-
sectional TEM imaging (not shown). For the continuous 170
nm film, the a lattice parameter is 3.83 Å, slightly larger than
that of the 10 nm islands, likely due to further stress generation
during coalescence of the discrete islands.26,27 The diffraction
streaks for the 300 nm film are split into two peaks, one aligned
with the streaks for the 170 nm film, indicating an in-plane
lattice parameter of 3.83 Å, and a second of equal intensity
corresponding to 3.66 Å. These values are rather close to those
for the predominantly in-plane lattice parameters revealed by
XRD for the monoclinic phase (Figure 2b), 3.69 and 3.84 Å.
The phase transition from tetragonal to monoclinic indicates
that the influence of the substrate, which drives nucleation of
the tetragonal phase for smaller film thicknesses, is lost at
higher film thicknesses and the bulk phase prevails.
Interestingly, a thickness-dependent phase transition was also
observed for WO3/Al2O3, but in the reverse order,15 where a
monoclinic phase appeared first followed by a dominant (002)-
oriented phase. In our case, the cubic symmetry and tensile
strain imposed by the STO substrate leads to WO6 octahedral
distortion and tilting such that a metastable tetragonal phase is
stabilized. However, the interface is incoherent as shown by
XRD and RHEED data. Strain energy release can occur via

formation of cation or oxygen vacancies, misfit dislocations, or
planar defects during the film growth process. As a result,
mismatch-driven strain is gradually released until the film
achieves its bulk structure. On the other hand, if the substrate
effect can be removed, bulk-stable monoclinic structure should
form even at a low thickness, as observed in atomically thin
WO3 sheets synthesized from hydrated tungsten trioxide.28

The STEM measurements were performed on the 50 nm
film. In order to illustrate the defect structure that occurs, we
first discuss a nonrepresentative coherently strained area. Figure
4 shows a STEM image of a well ordered, defect-free region

containing the epitaxial interface (marked by the dashed line)
and WO3 crystal structure (top). Tungsten atoms appear much
brighter in STEM due to the higher atomic number. Because
the surface preparation leads to a TiO2-terminated STO
surface, each W atom connects to a Ti atom through an O as
shown in the structural model. No dislocations or visible lattice
distortions are observed in this region, and the WO3 film
appears to be coherently strained to the STO substrate. There
is some dark-field intensity from interstitial sites in the WO3
film within the first two to three layers from the interface,
presumably because of Sr out-diffusion to form an interface
phase of SrxWO3, which would be similar in structure to
strontium tungstate (SrWO3 or SrWO4).

29,30

Compared to the coherently strained area shown in Figure 4,
more typical interfacial regions contain significant concen-
trations of defects that can be categorized into three types, as
shown in Figure 5. In one, there is a significant compression of
a (100)-oriented plane of WO3, as marked by the red arrow in
Figure 5a. This displacement effectively reduces the density of

Figure 3. RHEED patterns taken along the [100] azimuthal direction
for a STO substrate (a), along with WO3 films of thicknesses 10 (b),
170 (c), and 300 nm (d). The line profiles are displayed in the bottom
panel for each pattern as marked.

Figure 4. STEM image and corresponding structural model in a
coherently strained region of the interface between epitaxial WO3 and
SrTiO3(001) with the interface marked by a dashed line. The color
scheme for the polyhedral model is the same as that used in Figure 2.
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W atoms at the interface, leaving five rows visible at the
interface (marked by white circles), compared to six rows in the
same field of view further away from the interface (marked by
red circles). The W atoms in the compressed plane appear to
shift half a u.c. along the [001] direction initially (refer to the
yellow circle in Figure 5a), and the net amount of shift
decreases as the layers build up. Some of the displaced W rows
exhibit lower contrast, indicating that they may contain fewer
atoms. After ∼15 u.c., the compression subsides and W atoms
in this plane are aligned with those in adjacent rows. The net
effect of this displacement is similar to that resulting from a
misfit dislocation at the interface, allowing the smaller lattice
parameter of WO3 to be accommodated at the interface,
consistent with the smaller in-plane value measured by XRD
and RHEED relative to that for STO. By forcing this kind of
compression as opposed to generating a misfit dislocation, the
tensile strain in the film is released gradually rather than
abruptly. Additionally, the lattice distortion propagates much
deeper into the film than it would in the case of misfit
dislocation generation. For perovskite films on perovskite
substrates, such as SrZrO3 and BaTiO3 on STO(001),31,32

formation of dislocations has been determined to be the main
mechanism to release the lattice mismatch induced strain. It
should be noted in those studies, the high-resolution TEM
revealed that only the nearest atoms (within 1−2 monolayers
(MLs)) adjacent to the dislocations were affected. The unusual

accommodation of mismatch in WO3 occurs most likely
because of the ease with which WO6 octahedra can distort due
to the absence of A-site cations, as manifested in highly
deformed Magneĺi phases.18−20

The second type of planar defect, shown in Figure 5b, is
similar to that shown in Figure 5a. However, the displacement
stays constant at 0.5 u.c. and persists for more than 20 u.c. In
this case, the epitaxial strain is released through film buckling as
shown in the structural model.
The third type of defect, shown in Figure 5c, also penetrates

deeper into the film with W rows shifted by 0.5 u.c. in the [100]
direction. The STEM image was taken ∼10 MLs away from the
film/substrate interface. The difference between type 2 and
type 3 is that, in type 3, W rows are missing in every other layer,
as marked by the yellow circles. The W rows near the defect
plane form a series of connected hexagons, somewhat similar to
the (001)-oriented WO3 hexagonal phase. If the planar defects
shown in Figure 5b,c are present throughout the film, line
defects running along ⟨100⟩ directions can be expected on the
(001) surface, which may appear similar to the line defects
observed by earlier STM studies on single-crystal WO3(001).

13

All three planar defect structures shown in Figure 5 lead to
lattice relaxation through the formation of a structurally
modified plane. From the limited statistics available by
STEM, the average distance between two planar defects is
∼20 u.c., comparable with the 25 u.c. estimated from the
RHEED pattern (Figure 3b) discussed earlier. The formation of
such defective structures requires a large degree of distortion of
the WO6 octahedra, which would not be feasible in most other
perovskites because of the presence of “A”-site cations. The
angle and length of various W−O−W bonds in the three
models are significantly altered from a cubic or tetragonal
symmetry.

3. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated the unusual nucleation habits
of epitaxial WO3 films on STO(001) using multiple techniques.
We show that lattice mismatch in the metastable tetragonal
phase, which initially forms, is accommodated by extraordinary
flexibility in WO3 made possible by the ability of WO6
octahedra to distort. This flexibility is a result of the absence
of A-site cations, and it makes WO3 an ideal material for
gaining insight into the phenomena of octahedral distortions in
perovskites. Indeed, the formation of the tetrahedral phase at
the interface is made possible by the octahedral stretching
(increase in bond length) and tilting from the bulk monoclinic
structure, which dominates at higher film thicknesses. Three
types of planar defects which accommodate in-plane lattice
misfit have been observed. Formation of these defects involves
WO6 distortion as well as changes in octahedral connectivity, as
manifested by changes in bond angles and symmetry. The
changes in WO6 octahedral distortion and connectivity may
significantly alter the electronic, electrochromic, and mechan-
ical properties of the WO3 films. These experimental results
should stimulate significant interest in theoretically modeling
WO3 to learn more about the effect of these structural variants
on functional properties.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Epitaxial WO3 thin films were grown on (001)-oriented, Nb-doped
SrTiO3 (Nb-STO, aSTO = 3.905 Å) substrates by oxygen plasma
assisted molecular beam epitaxy. High-purity WO3 powders (Sigma-
Aldrich, >99.99%) were evaporated from a high-temperature effusion

Figure 5. (a−c) Three types of planar defects revealed by STEM. The
color scheme for the ball models is the same as that used in Figure 1.
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cell to provide a film growth rate of ∼0.1 Å/s as calibrated by a quartz
crystal microbalance. The substrates were etched and annealed to
obtain TiO2-terminated surfaces prior to each growth and annealed in
O plasma (with the O2 partial pressure in the chamber set at ∼3 ×
10−6 Torr) at 500 °C to remove surface contaminates. The substrate
temperature during growth was 500 °C, and oxygen plasma was
maintained at the same settings during each film growth to prevent O
vacancy formation. RHEED patterns were taken only as needed to
avoid electron-beam-induced changes to the film surface, which will be
described elsewhere. WO3 films were characterized in situ by high-
resolution X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a mono-
chromatic Al Kα X-ray source and a VG Scienta R3000 electron
energy analyzer. Epitaxial relationship, crystalline quality, and lattice
parameters were investigated using high-resolution XRD with a Philips
X′Pert Materials Research diffractometer (MRD) equipped with a
fixed Cu anode operating at 45 kV and 40 mA. A hybrid
monochromator, consisting of four-bounce double-crystal Ge (220)
and a Cu X-ray mirror, was placed in the incident beam path to
generate monochromatic Cu Kα X-rays (λ = 1.54056 Å) with a beam
divergence of 12 arc seconds. The diffracted beam was detected using
a 0.38 mm slit for the tetragonal sample (Figure 2a), and with a three-
bounce analyzer crystal for the monoclinic sample (Figure 2b). For
scanning transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM) imaging, an FEI-
Titan 80-300 microscope equipped with a probe forming lens
corrector was used. The image was taken with an accelerating voltage
of 300 keV. The high annular dark-field (HAADF) image collection
angle is 50−200 mrad. It is known that WO3 films can reduce under
ion and electron beam irradiation,33−35 which typically occurs during
the preparation of the thin section by focused ion beam milling and
subsequent TEM imaging. To avoid ion and electron beam damage to
the WO3 film, we prepared the sample by mechanical thinning
followed by Ar ion sputtering at low energy and performed STEM
imaging with the minimum dwell time.
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